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Abstract.
The Fifth Generation (5G) wireless communications systems are expected to satisfy higher data rates,
network scalability, increased number of connections and
higher traffic densities in a cost-effective manner. The key
essence of 5G technology resides in exploring the frequency
bands at millimeter-Wave (mmWave) frequencies. As is well
known, the presence of Impulsive Noise (IN) corrupts signals
and leads to increased bit error rate and decreased spectral
efficiency. In this paper, the performance of mmWave systems in multi-path fading channel and IN is studied and a new
thresholding mechanism for the clipping and blanking filters
to suppress the impulsive components of noise is suggested.
The paper also presents the mathematical expressions to determine the optimum threshold selection for the filters. Simulation results show that use of clipping and blanking filters
with the optimal threshold values reduces the adverse effect
of IN and improves system performance significantly.
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1. Introduction
At the turn of the 20th century, wireless communication
technology had started as one of the most important changes
in human history that has been continuously shaping the way
people live, work and communicate. Evolving from the First
Generation (1G) to the Fourth Generation (4G) during the
four decades enabled users to obtain, process, manage and
disseminate information at a global scale. Wireless communication also enhanced human productivity in many areas
of industry [1]. The growing demand to satisfy the traffic
growth in the near future, pushed by the increasing demand
for higher data rates and expanding capacities has led to the
dawn of the Fifth Generation (5G) wireless communications
systems [1–5]. 5G is expected to satisfy higher data rates,
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network scalability, higher number of connections and higher
traffic densities accompanied by a significant reduction in service charges. Therefore, 5G improves network performance
and increases capacity through cell splitting and increased
number of base stations. However, the key feature of 5G technology resides in exploring the wide range of unused spectrum at extremely-high frequency-bands at millimeter-Wave
(mmWave) frequencies [2]. The term millimeter-Wave covers
the range of frequencies from 3 GHz (where λ = 100 mm)
to 300 GHz (where λ = 1 mm). Hence, in the frequency
range of 3 GHz–300 GHz, the wavelengths vary between
100 mm–1 mm, so it is referred as mmWave frequencies [3].
There are significant differences between the radio propagation characteristics of microwave and mmWave frequencies
such as, the attenuation of mmWave frequencies through obstacles such as walls and ceilings are significantly higher
than that of the microwave frequencies. These key differences in architectures and system performance of microwave
and mmWave communications systems are presented in detail in [4].
The mmWave frequencies can be employed as a spectacular technology for the future 5G system to increase data rates
significantly above those of the 3G and 4G systems [6]. Using
high-frequencies between 30 GHz and 300 GHz could provide more bandwidth to deliver faster, higher-quality video
and multimedia content as well as utilizing its large spectrum
allocation to provide multi-gigabit communications services
such as high definition TV and ultra-high definition video [7].
Several companies such as Samsung and Verizon performed
their mmWave band tests at 28 GHz and showed that this band
is a viable band for small-cell cellular communications with
propagation distances of over 200 meters [2], [8–10]. However, the use of such high frequencies as mmWave bands bears
major drawbacks in terms of severe signal attenuation and
blocking through the obstacles that makes the process of perceiving the vision of the cellular network a challenging task.
The large signal attenuation and severe blocking by obstacles at mmWave frequencies can be counterfeit by employing
many miniaturized antennas to be placed in small dimensions
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due to the very small wavelengths involved [5, 11, 12]. The
engaged multiantenna systems can direct electrical energy
into the intended points. Large number of antennas packed
together at the base station and in the skin of cell phones or
even within a chip produces very high gains. Nevertheless,
using such multi-antenna systems in mmWave frequencies
lead up to a noise behavior that could affect reliability of the
communication channel and deteriorate its performance [13].
The proposed work assumes, based on previous research
published in the literature that, Impulsive Noise (IN) present
at the mmWave frequencies degrades communications quality. The common sources of IN could be man-made interference noise such as PAM signals or natural noise with
impulsive behavior. Atmospheric and solar static signals due
to thunderstorms and sunspots can also result in IN which
extends into the mmWave frequency bands [14]. The estimation of IN in electricity subsystem at 6 GHz band was
investigated in [15] while the authors in [16] analyzed the performance of GPS receivers subject to IN at 10 GHz. The performance of 64-QAM signals in the hybrid AM-VSB/QAM
optical fiber transmission system at 12 GHz was researched
in [17]. The Bit Error Rate (BER) performance of 16-QAM
signals in an AM/16-QAM hybrid optical transmission system at 20 GHz was estimated based on the Middleton class-A
model in [18] and the work in [19] reported a 160 Gbit/s clock
recovery with an electro-optical PLL subject to IN at 40 GHz.
ITU recommendation ITU-R P.372-8 also verified that for IN
well above 1 GHz, the noise figure values are quite low and
only the higher magnitude pulses appear above the receiver’s
noise threshold [20]. It has been shown in [21] that IN could
degrade the performance of beamformers at high frequencies and new adaptive beamforming has been proposed that
showed strong resistance to heavy-tailed distribution noises.
In many physical radar environments, the performance of the
applications such as airborne related to air-to-ground military radars such as mmWave seekers (94 GHz) and obstacle
detection radars (35 GHz) mounted on helicopters, and automotive applications related to mmWave seekers car radars
(77 GHz) and traffic monitoring radars (24 GHz) are affected
negatively by the presence of IN [22].
Several methods have been investigated in the literature
to mitigate the detrimental effects of IN on communications
systems [23–26]. One of these methods used a nonlinear
preprocessor at the receiver [23]. Clipping and blanking
are considered to be the simple types of these preprocessors
where a precoding matrix is used to enhance the performance of blanking at the transmitter. It also reduces the false
alarms in detecting IN and improves Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) [27]. The probability of missed clipping/blanking
was minimized to enhance the performance of the system by
the researchers in [28–30]. Due to its nonlinearity, blanking
preprocessor performance could be corrupted by the harmful
effects of its internal interference. As a result, an enhanced
version was proposed to cope with such effects, achieving
1–4 dB SNR gain for variant impulsive environments [31].
The core of the proposed adaptive technique proposed in [32]
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was to find the appropriate method for reducing IN, based on
using a level detector with a set of thresholds. The technique offered an improved BER performance compared to
conventional techniques. Constructing a concept of Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) receiver capable of handling many kinds of impulsive interference could
be verified using the adaptive calculation of the blanking
threshold. In [33], an iterative structure that included blanking nonlinearity besides frequency-selective blanking nonlinearity enabled the proposed technique to be applicable
for a wide range of OFDM systems. Despite the additional
computational complexity of the iterative structure, information regarding the interference characteristics was not required. Some simple techniques for acquiring quasi-optimal
thresholds for blanking and clipping preprocessors revolved
on a structure of periodic pulse train function and Fourier
series. They could verify a matching between the ideal design of optimal thresholds and the error performance for the
proposed nonlinearity preprocessors [34]. The median of
received signal samples in the OFDM receiver determined
the clipping level for signal values. When compared to other
schemes, the method introduced in [35] showed a better performance in maximizing SNR and minimizing the symbol
error rate values. In [36], the authors conducted an approach
without exploiting IN statistics for deriving and formulating
the clipping threshold as a pairwise error probability optimization problem to suppress the error floor. It emulated the
Maximum Likelihood decoder performance at high SNR under the Bernoulli Gaussian noise model with a wide range of
parameters. However, [37] sought for obtaining the best clipping threshold by using the density evolution tool. It used the
Cauchy distribution to determine clipping de-mapper slope,
otherwise, the clipping de-mapper gained a satisfactory performance. The methods employed in the literature so far
relied on using blanking/clipping preprocessors for IN suppression in power line communications and multiple input
multiple output systems. None of these works was focused
on mmWave communications systems. In fact, researches on
mmWave communications systems have been mainly conducted under Gaussian noise and the effect of IN is mainly
ignored [6, 7, 11, 38–40]. A preliminary investigation of the
effect of IN on mmWave communications systems using nonlinear preprocessor filters has been presented in [41]. Thus,
a further study on reducing the effect of IN on mmWave
communications systems needs to be done.
In this study, we employed blanking and clipping filters
for reducing the effect of IN on mmWave communications
systems. Since the existing thresholding mechanisms are
mostly developed for microwave communications systems,
they are not suitable for mmWave communications systems
in their original form. In addition, the use of fixed threshold value does not promise optimal performance at different
noise levels. Thus, a novel thresholding mechanism for IN
mitigation is suggested and mathematical expressions for optimum threshold selection are obtained for the preprocessor
filters. The optimal thresholding expression is derived by
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investigating the system performance under different scenarios to minimize the BER of the system. The effect of IN on
BER and spectral efficiency of the system is examined with
the use of optimal threshold values at the filters. As well as
minimizing the BER, use of the proposed thresholding mechanism also maximizes the spectral efficiency of the system
under IN.
The main structure of this paper is as follows. Section 1
describes the problem details and introduces the details of
the previous research and their findings while Section 2 describes the mmWave communications system model. Section 3 presents the details of IN suppressing filters. Section 4
discusses simulation modeling and summarizes the results
while Section 5 draws major conclusions and suggests some
probable future work.

2. System Model
A common mmWave system receiver has a configuration where the array signal processing is partitioned into
Radio Frequency (RF) combiners followed by baseband combiners. The RF precoder and combiner monitors the phases
of the signals that pass through pure analog phase shifters into
and out of the antenna elements to produce multiple beams
in the direction of the dominant paths in the mmWave field.
Every antenna element at the Base Station (BS) involves one
RF chain, in which an RF chain includes a low-noise amplifier, downconverter and a digital to analog converter. The
baseband precoder, meanwhile, provides an additional level
of flexibility over the constant-gain/phase-only operations at
the RF precoder. The precoders used in the article are FRF
and FBB which are built by BS to approximate the dominant
singular vectors of the channel. Whereas the combiners WRF
and WBB are built in Mobile Station (MS) or the receiver.
The simplified block diagram of the proposed receiver
model of the downlink mmWave communications system
with large antenna arrays at MS is shown in Fig. 1. In this
model, a BS with NBS antennas and NRF RF chains communicates with an MS having NMS antennas and NRF RF chains.

BS communicates with MSs via NS data streams as described
in [42]. An NRF × NS baseband precoder, FBB is assumed to
be applied at BS followed by an NBS × NRF RF precoder, FRF .
The combined hyrbrid BS precoding matrix, FT = FRF FBB
with dimensions NBS × NS is formed from FRF and FBB to
yield a discrete-time transmitted signal:
x = FT s

(1)

where s is the transmitted symbol vector of dimension NS ×1.
The constant modulus entries of FRF implemented using
2
−1 , where
analog phase shifters satisfies [FRF ]m,n = NBS
|[FRF ]m.n | denotes the magnitude of the (m,n)th element of
FRF . The received signal at the output of the narrowband
block-fading channel that would be observed by MS is then:
r = HFT s + n

(2)

where H is the mmWave channel matrix of NMS × NBS elements between MS and BS as defined in [42–44], and n is
the overall noise corrupting the received signal. The discretetime narrowband channel H with L paths can be written as:
s
L
NBS NMS Õ
H
αl aMS (θ l )aBS
(φl )
(3)
H=
ρ
l=1

where ρ denotes the average path-loss between BS and MS
and αl is the complex gain of the lth propagation path. The
variables θ l ∈ [0, 2π] and φl ∈ [0, 2π] are the lth path’s angels
of arrival and departure respectively. The vectors aMS and
aBS represent the normalized received and transmit response
vectors at an angle of θ l and φl respectively.
In this system, we employed Uniform Linear Array
(ULA) antenna architecture. This architecture is a collection
of sensor elements such as dipole antennas, spaced along
a straight line by a distance equal or less than the half of the
wavelength. ULA antenna structure is used to improve SNR
and gain in a particular direction. Assigning one RF chain to
each antenna consumes a huge amount of power, thus usually hybrid beamforming is used with a limited number of
RF chains to reduce the cost and power consumption.
The received signal r can then be obtained by processing
the signal at MS by WT = WRF WBB as:
y = WTH HFT s + WTH n

(4)

where WT is composed of RF and basedband combiners WRF
and WBB respectively. In (4), n is modelled by Gaussian
mixture model which is an approximation of the Middleton
class-A noise model [45] that can be written as:
n=w+z

Fig. 1. Simplified BS receiver block diagram of mmWave
system.

(5)

where w represents the complex Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) which occurs with a probability of 1 −  and
z represents IN which occurs with a probability of .  As2
suming that
 the Gaussian terms are denoted as N 0, σw and
2
N 0, σz the mixture distribution of the total noise has the
following form:
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f = (1 − ) N 0, σw2 +  N 0, σz2
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3.1 Clipping Filter
(6)
σw2

where N(.) is the Gaussian probability density function,
and σz2 denote the variances of AWGN and IN, which are
related to the input SNR and Signal to Impulsive Noise Ratio
(SINR), respectively.

3. Impulsive Noise Removal Filters
Assuming that, the signal amplitudes are considerably
lower than the amplitudes of IN, as simple and efficient methods, blanking and clipping techniques can be applied to reduce the hazardous effects of IN in mmWave communications systems. However, improving the performance of the
system is based on the convenient threshold value that corresponds to signal status. The signal amplitudes higher than
the threshold value are assumed to be affected by IN, hence
they need to be modified by the proposed techniques. While
the threshold values are assigned to the affected values in
clipping, the impulsive components are zeroed by blanking
filter. In front of the receiver, the received signal r, represented by (2) is passed through IN suppressing filter with
blanking or clipping functions as shown in Fig. 2.

If the amplitude of the ith element of normalized received signal vector rN (i) is greater than the clipping threshold, the output of the clipping filter is limited, otherwise, it
is left unattended as in (9):
(
Tc krk
rc (i) =
r (i)

rN (i) > Tc
rN (i) ≤ Tc

(9)

where Tc is the clipping threshold. Then, the filtered received
signal rf is constructed as:
rf = rc e−jϕr

(10)

where ϕr is the phase angle of the received signal vector r.

3.2 Blanking Filter
Whenever the amplitude of the ith element of the normalized received signal vector, rN (i), is greater than the
blanking threshold, the output of the blanking filter is set
to zero, otherwise, it is left unattended as in (11):
(
rN (i) =

0
rN (i) > Tb
r (i) rN (i) ≤ Tb

(11)

At the filter, the absolute values of the elements of the
received signal vector are normalized by dividing them with
the norm of the received signal vector r as:

where Tb is the blanking threshold. Then, the filtered received
signal rf is constructed as:

rN (i) = |r(i)|/krk

rf = rb e−jϕr .

(7)

where |r (i)| represents the absolute value of the ith component of the vector r, and krk denotes the norm of vector r.
The noise suppressing filter is used to detect the amplitude
and the phase of the received signal to yield the filtered received signal by modifying the amplitude while keeping the
phase unchanged.
In order to optimize system performance, the filter
thresholds need to be selected carefully. With the choice of
a proper threshold and multiplying the received signal with
the combiner matrix WTH , the received signal at the combiner
output (yf ) becomes [42]:
yf = WTH rf
where rf is the filtered received signal.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the nonlinear preprocessor at the
receiver.

(8)

(12)

4. Results and Discussion
To assess the performance of the system, the downlink mmWave communications system shown in Fig. 1 is
simulated in MATLAB with NBS = 64 antennas and 16 RF
chains at BS communicating with NMS = 32 antennas and
8 RF chains at MS. Uniform linear array model is employed
for the antenna arrays where the antennas are separated by
half-wavelength distances. We consider the channel model
defined in (3) with L = 3 paths whose amplitudes are assumed to be Rayleigh distributed with an average power gain
of 1 and path-loss exponent of 3. Although the system is designed to operate between 3–300 GHz mmWave frequency
band, it is tested at 28 GHz carrier frequency with a bandwidth of 100 MHz. The hybrid precoding and combiner matrices are constructed as defined in [41] using the structure
of a multi-resolution codebook with a resolution parameter
of 192 having 2 beamforming vectors in each subset. The
distance between the transmitter and the receiver is set to
50 meters throughout the simulations. It is assumed that
both BS and MS have the channel knowledge. The simulation parameters are set for the signaling as 16-QAM and for
IN channels SINR is kept constant as −10 dB. Each simulation scenario is repeated 1000 times to achieve an average
performance in every setup.
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4.1 Choice of Threshold Values
100

In this section, we first show the effect of IN on the assumed mmWave communications system and investigate the
importance of proper threshold selection by extensive simulations. A mathematical expression for the optimal threshold values is also proposed based on the experimental data
obtained.

bit error rate

10-1

The first simulation is conducted to show the degradation effect of the IN on the BER performance. The performance of the mmWave communications system under Gaussian noise plus IN is compared in Fig. 3. It is obvious that IN
degrades the functionality of the system gradually by increasing its density, . The comparative values of SNR and the
Effective SNR (SNRE), defined as the average signal power
over the average total noise power at different , are given in
Tab. 1 when SINR equals to −10 dB. As seen from Tab. 1, the
presence of the impulsive components in the noise reduces
the SNRE at the receiver significantly. Hence an effective
mechanism to compensate for the effect of the IN component
and increasing the effective SNR is needed.

10-3

Gaussian, = 0
Impulsive, = 0.02
Impulsive, = 0.04
10-4
-2

0

SNRE [dB]
0.02
0.03
–2.44
–2.64
–0.72
–1.04
0.87
0.40
2.29
1.64
3.51
2.65
4.49
3.43
5.26
4.01
5.82
4.42
6.22
4.70
6.49
4.89
6.66
5.01
6.78
5.09
6.86
5.14

Tab. 1. SNRE versus SNR at different  values.
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Fig. 4. BER against blanking threshold under IN ( = 0.02,
 = 0.04).
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Fig. 3. BER of mmWave system versus SNR under Gaussian
( = 0) and IN ( = 0.02,  = 0.04).
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The next simulations are performed to investigate the
effect of threshold on BER and determine an optimal value of
the threshold for blanking and clipping under IN. Selecting
the optimum threshold value ensures suppressing IN while
not removing useful signal content along with IN. Figure 4
shows how BER changes with different blanking thresholds
under IN at  = 0.02 and  = 0.04 for different SNR values.
It is shown that for every SNR, there is an ideal threshold
that minimizes BER. When  = 0.02, the minimum BER
value approaches to 1 × 10−3 when Tb equals 0.3 at 20 dB
SNR. On the other side, when IN is more severe ( = 0.04),
BER is about 6 × 10−2 at Tb = 0.25 and 20 dB SNR. Figure 5
similarly presents BER against clipping thresholds under IN.
The best BER value is obtained as 7 × 10−2 when Tc = 0.2
and  = 0.02 at 20 dB SNR. Nonetheless, the BER is about
2 × 10−2 when  = 0.04 with Tc = 0.18 at 20 dB SNR.
As clearly observed from the results presented in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5, the best performance is achieved with the filters at
a certain threshold value.
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Fig. 5. BER against clipping threshold under IN ( = 0.02,
 = 0.04).
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Fig. 6. Optimal blanking/clipping threshold versus SNRE.

Figure 6 presents how the optimal threshold values for
blanking and clipping change with SNRE at different  values
respectively. An analytical expression for the optimal threshold is obtained by fitting the data collected, as presented in
Fig. 6, to a polynomial surface of degree 2 in SNRE and  as:
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4.2 BER Performance Improvement with the
Use of Blanking/Clipping Filter

10-2
0
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SNR, dB

The BER performance improvement with the use of the
proposed blanking and clipping filters is presented in this
section. For all of the simulations presented in this and the
following sections, the optimal threshold values for blanking
and clipping filters are obtained from (13).

Figure 9 illustrates BER versus  for the proposed system at 16 dB and 20 dB SNR values with and without blanking and clipping filters. Both filters act efficiently to reduce the effect of IN, however, as anticipated, blanking overcomes clipping.

15

Fig. 7. BER of mmWave system with and without clipping and
blanking filters versus SNR under IN ( = 0.02).

where Pav stands for average received power, and σe =
(1 − ) σw2 +  σz2 .

Fig. 8. BER of mmWave system with and without clipping and
blanking filters versus SNR under IN ( = 0.04).

100

10-1

bit error rate

Figures 7 and 8 present the performance of the proposed
system with the optimal threshold values under IN at  = 0.02
and 0.04 respectively. The results show that the performance
of the proposed system with filters under IN significantly
outperforms the performance of the system without filters at
all SNRs since the effect of IN is reduced successfully by
the filters. It is worth mentioning that the BER performance
levels off at SNR values greater than 18 dB since the effective
SNR is almost constant after that value as observed in Tab. 1.
As seen from the results of Fig. 7 band Fig. 8, blanking filter
performs better than the clipping filter.

10

SNR, dB

To (γe, ) = a0 + a1 γe + a2  + a3 γe2 + a4 γe  + a5  2 (13)
where a0 = 0.8279, a1 = 0.002594, a2 = 0.6283, a3 =
−0.002743, a4 = −2.943, a5 = −59.954 for optimal threshold for blanking filter (Tbo ) and a0 = 0.5525, a1 = −0.01492,
a2 = −3.886, a3 = −0.0007977, a4 = −1.169, a5 = 4.239
for the optimal threshold of clipping filter (Tco ). γe is used to
represent SNRE in (13) and can be calculated as:


Pav
(14)
γe = 10 log10
σe

5
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Fig. 9. BER of mmWave system with and without clipping and
blanking filters versus  under IN for SNR = 16 and 20 dB.
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45

4.3 Spectral Efficiency Improvement with the
Use of Blanking/Clipping Filter

R = log2 |I Ns

Pav
(WRF WBB ) H HFRF FBB
+
σe N S

(15)

Spectral Efficiency (bps/Hz)

40

We show the effect of IN on the spectral efficiency of the
system and the improvement in the spectral efficiency with
the use of blanking and clipping filters. The spectral efficiency curves in this section are obtained from the following
rate expression:

Without Filter
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H
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H H (WRF WBB )|
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In Fig. 10, the spectral efficiency of the system is presented under Gaussian noise and IN at  = 0.02 and 0.04
without applying the filters. It can be noticed from the given
results that IN affects the spectral efficiency of the system
negatively.
The effect of filters on the spectral efficiency is presented in Figs. 11 and 12. The results show that the spectral
efficiency of the system is successfully improved by the use
of filters under IN. Finally, the spectral efficiency of the system with and without the filters is presented for different 
values at several SNR values in Fig. 13. Again, it is seen that
the use of a blanking filter gives better spectral efficiency
performance than the clipping filter.

Fig. 11. Spectral efficiency of mmWave system under IN ( =
0.02) with and without blanking and clipping filters.
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where, for a matrix | | represents the determinant.
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Fig. 12. Spectral efficiency of mmWave syste under IN ( =
0.04) with and without blanking and clipping filters.
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Fig. 10. Spectral efficiency of mmWave system versus SNR
under Gaussian and IN.
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Fig. 13. Spectral efficiency of mmWave system versus  under
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5. Conclusions
The paper studies the use of clipping and blanking preprocessor filters to suppress the effect of IN on mmWave
communications systems. It was shown by extensive simulation results that, choice of optimal threshold is crucial
for the system performance when reducing the effect of impulsive components of the noise. Therefore, the paper also
presents analytical expressions for determining the optimal
threshold values for the proposed clipping and blanking filter
architectures to minimize BER and maximize the spectral
efficiency in IN. The numerical results have shown that the
method involving the integration of blanking and clipping
filters with the optimal threshold values can reduce the effect of IN and improve the system performance significantly.
Although, the results have clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of both techniques to attain a significant enhancement
in reducing IN in mmWave cellular system, the improvement
obtained by blanking filters slightly outperforms that of the
clipping filters.
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